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D
''Their work was an upgrade to our

previous system, and they committed

to us to address any bug that arose.''

PROJECT SUMMARY

A healthcare platform hired deltAlyz Corp. to

provide custom software development. They

used technologies like Microsoft Azure,

Microsoft Power BI, and Logic to create a data

analysis platform.

PROJECT FEEDBACK

The platform that deltAlyz

Corp. enabled the client to

access, collect, and save data

more easily. deltAlyz Corp. led

a responsive and swift

process to ensure solid

project management. The

client also praised their

knowledge and skill set to

address their requirements.
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The Client

Introduce your business and what you do there.

I’m a developer at a healthcare platform. We have a web and

mobile app that allows users to manage their health.

The Challenge

What challenge were you trying to address with
deltAlyz Corp.?

We wanted a system that could intake all the analytics data

generated by our application and third-party platforms like

Google Analytics, Stripe, and Apple in one place.

E Developer,
Healthcare Platform

G Healthcare

F Canada

CLIENT RATING

4.0
Overall Score

Quality: 4.5

Schedule: 5.0

Cost: n/a

Would Refer: 4.5
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The Approach

What was the scope of their involvement?

deltAlyz Corp. did custom software development for us using

Microsoft Azure, Microsoft Power BI, Logic, and some other third-

party plug-ins to bring data from other sources. To jumpstart the

process, we had initial meetings where we gave them all the

information they needed regarding our requirements so they

could get started with the process.

What is the team composition?

We worked with 4–5 members of their team, including Rabi (Data

Analytics, Business Intelligence & Process Automation Expert).

How did you come to work with deltAlyz Corp.?

One of our team members found them.

What is the status of this engagement?

We worked together from February–April 2022.

The Outcome

What evidence can you share that demonstrates the
impact of the engagement?

Thanks to the platform deltAlyz Corp. created, now it's easier to

access data and integrate with third-party data sources. In

addition, they were able to create a platform with the ability to

store data that changes over time, which was our main goal.

Overall, their work was an upgrade to our previous system, and

they committed to us to address any bug that arose. 
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How did deltAlyz Corp. perform from a project
management standpoint?

They were responsive and quick to address our needs. We also

had scheduled follow-up meetings with back-and-forth

communication to review the project's progress. In terms of tools

and communication, we used Asana and Microsoft Teams.

What did you find most impressive about them?

They had a strong knowledge of development, which enabled

them to build the system we were interested in with our

customization needs. Moreover, deltAlyz Corp. had an

experienced team that trained our staff to use the software.

Are there any areas they could improve?

I didn't think there was something they could improve on.

Do you have any advice for potential customers?

Tap into their expertise and ask all the questions that arise

because they can help you understand your needs as long as you

provide all the information they need.

contact@deltalyz.com

604 724 5891

deltalyz.com/contact-us
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